Instant recall facts
Year 5 – Autumn 2

Recap of all times tables – Multiplication and division
facts
Hopefully you now know all of your times
tables – complete this grid and see how
many you can remember.
Write down the ones you are least sure of
and practise these regularly until you know
them. It would be useful if you know them
in any order too.

Key vocabulary
Multiply
Times
Lots of
Groups of
Divided by
Shared by
Grouped into
Shared into __ groups
Eg: 3 lots of 3 is equal to 9
36 shared into 3 groups is
12
18 divided by 3 is equal to
6

Top tips

• It’s really important that you know all of your times tables as then you will be able to apply them to other areas
of maths
• You should be able to answer these questions in any order and phrased in any of the given ways
• Practise little and often. You could practise whilst travelling to school. You could choose one fact and have this as
your fact of the day, which you answer when asked throughout the day.
• Use practical resources: eg: There are 4 of us and we each need 8 grapes with our lunch, how many grapes do
we need?
• Songs and chants: use songs to act as memory hooks
• Facts for free: Because you know that 7 x 5 = 35, you also know 5 x 7 = 35 and because you know that 35 ÷ 5 = 7,
you also know that 35 ÷ 7 = 5
• Different representations: 3 fives = 3 x 5 = 3 lots of 5 = 3 times 5
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Challenge:
How can you use the times table facts that you know to help you solve the following?

